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Are they talking about physics as they stroll through the garden?
Madame du Châtelet's full name was Gabrielle!Emilie
le Tonnelier de Breteuil, Marquise du Châtelet. At a time
when few people could read Newton!s masterwork of
physics, the Mathematical Principles of Natural
Philosophy, with understanding, she translated it into
French.
Madame du Châtelet also defended Newton in the
Newton"Leibniz controversy. She submitted a work
on the nature of fire to a contest sponsored by the
Académie des Sciènces. Voltaire, her lover, also prepared
an entry. Although neither won the prize, both of
their contributions were published with those of the
winners in 1739.
Madame du Châtelet is shown on a frontispiece in
Algarotti!s popular introduction to Newtonian science.
Algarotti went through many editions and aided in
the dissemination of Newtonian ideas on the
European continent. Like Fontenelle!s Plurality of
Worlds, which popularized the earlier science of
Descartes, this was written as an entertaining dialogue.
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